
Plug 'n Power® in -wall modules and controllers.

More Control Right at Your Fingertips
Take control of lights, TVs, a security system, automatic drapes, and much more! These wired -type

in -wall controllers work with Plug 'n Power modules to help you automate your home.
And, you'll get a customized look-most items wire directly into most

standard electrical boxes to replace your existing wall switches.

Wireless home security system
Setup is a snap-just plug the console and motion detector into AC outlets
and a phone jack. Mount the included door/window alarm and plug it in.
Installation is just that simple! You can add up to a total of 32 door/window or
motion sensors for whole -house protection. Alarm alerts you instantly, and the
auto dialer will call up to six numbers and play a prerecorded message. Works
with Plug 'n Power modules. #49-1000

Keychain remote
Arm and disarm the wireless
security system above before you
enter your house. Controls two
devices connected to Plug 'n
Power modules remotely. #49-1002
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Door/window sensor
Keep all your doors and windows
safe. Wireless security sensor
works with home security system
above. 100 -foot range. #49-1001

Remote wall switch
Installs in minutes with simple
2 -wire hookup. Replaces your
regular light switch to accept
commands from any Plug 'n Power
controller or timer. Turn oNoff,
dim or brighten any overhead
incandescent light. Still provides
manual operation of lights.
Rated 500 watts max. #61-3005

Portable security system
Get peace of mind at home and
away. Installs in minutes. Includes
doorstop alarm with piercing alarm,
glass -break alarm and keychain
alarm for protection on the go.
Two window decals. #49-1010
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Wireless wall switch
Put light switches wherever you
want them. Includes stick -on wall
switch and receiver. Turns oNoff 3
individually coded Plug 'n Power
modules, and brightens/dims lamps
connected to modules. #61-3010

3 -way wall
switch module
Ideal for hallway and patio
lighting. Allows yoi_ to control
any light that's operated by two
or more switches. The two
switches can replace existing
standard switches. Rated 500W
(incandescent). Built-in dimming
capability. Size: 4x 1'/4 x 1 4".
#980-0194
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Wireless motion detector
Works with RadioShack home
security system at left. Detects
motion up to 40 feet away in a 90°
field of view. Code setting allows
multiple detectors with security
system. #49-1003 Requires 2 "AA" batteries.
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Wired remote outlet
Great for hard -to -reach lamps and
appliances. One outlet can be
turned oNoff remotely by Plug 'n
Power controller. The other outlet
is always on. #61-3006

4 -way companion switch
Slave switch for use with wall switch
module #980-0194 to produce a
three-way wall switch. Pushbutton
for manual control-allows you to
turn a light on or off at the touch
of a button on either switch. You
can also control module remotely
whether it's turned off or on
locally. #980-0195
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Signal
bridge coupling
Ensures that your Plug 'n
Power signals are strong
throughout your home.
120/240V. #980-0869

Problem solvers

Plug-in noise filter
Helps eliminate annoying
electrical noise that may interfere
with Plug 'n Power signals. Installs
between outlet and "offending"
electrical appliance, such as a
refrgerator. #980-0867
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Noise block
Can be wired on load side
to cut any electrical noise
from remote modules,
low -voltage ballasts or any
noise -generating sources.
#980-0866

Red numbers available only through www.RadioShack.com, by special order at our stores or at 1-800-THE-SHACKe. For shipping and pricing information, see page 3.


